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Key Changes for 2023 to USPA Arena Rules, Outdoor Rules, & play-related Tournament 
Conditions 

Rule(s) or 
Tournament 
Condition 

Change for 2023 

Arena Rule 8.e Arena Rule 8.e has been revised to spell out in detail the procedures 
for the continuous play option. 

Arena Rule 9 Arena Rule 9 has been revised to require that on a Penalty 2 or a 
Penalty 3, the designated member of the fouling team who is placed 
along the end wall to the left or right of the goal may not switch sides 
either left or right of the goal once the Umpire has called “PLAY.”  
 
Arena Rule 9 has also been revised to clarify that a Penalty 5 or Penalty 
6 shall count two points if it scores directly or off the wall but not off 
the roof structure and without being touched by any mount or any 
player other than one original hit by the hitter.  

Arena Rule 14.i Arena Rule 14.i has been revised to state that a red card may result in a 
suspension with no substitute allowed until the first play 
stoppage (including a goal) that occurs following the next four minutes 
of play (rather than two minutes), and to clarify that a player with 
remaining time in the penalty box at the end of regulation play may not 
participate in any shootout, but if he or she is excluded from a 
shootout, he or she shall be deemed to have served his or her time in 
the penalty box. 

Outdoor Rule 1.c Outdoor Rule 1.c has been revised to state that only teams that declare 
a complete roster of four team members on or before the draw (or the 
first draw, if applicable) shall receive the roster protection afforded by 
the rule.  

Outdoor Rule 1.f 
(the “American 
Rule”)  

Outdoor Rule 1.f has been revised in a number of ways, most 
significantly to require that (1) a team sponsored by a non-playing 
sponsor (or sponsors) must have at least two players who are both 
Registered Player Members, and the designated sponsor shall be the 
player on the team who has the lowest handicap, and (2) subject to 
Rule 3.g, which concerns injury substitutions, and unless the team 
already has two Registered Player Members, any substitute for a 
playing sponsor or a designated sponsor for all or part of any game 
must be a Registered Player Member and must satisfy all other 
substitution requirements in the USPA Outdoor Rules.  Please see the 
full text of Outdoor Rule 1 and its Examples and Interpretations for all 
2023 revisions.  
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Key Changes for 2023 to USPA Arena Rules, Outdoor Rules, & play-related Tournament 
Conditions 

Rule(s) or 
Tournament 
Condition 

Change for 2023 

Outdoor Rule 2 Outdoor Rule 2 has been revised to eliminate all injury exceptions to 
the requirement that no player shall play in any Event for more than 
one team. 

Optional 
Tournament 
Condition XIII 

Optional Tournament Condition XIII has been added, allowing Host 
Tournament Committees to designate a handicap range (for example, 
7-, 8-, 9-, and 10-goals) containing players who may be excepted from 
Outdoor Rule 2.a’s ban on injury substitutions from within the event 
under circumstances previously allowed by Outdoor Rule 2.a 

Tournament 
Conditions, Part I 
(Definitions) 

The definition of “Series of Events” in Part I of the USPA Tournament 
Conditions has been revised to explicitly require that the management 
or Host Tournament Committee of a Series of Events must announce 
that it is being played as a Series of Events and give notice to the 
teams reasonably in advance of the deadline for entry. 

Outdoor Rule 6.a Outdoor Rule 6.a, which prohibits sharp heel calks, has been 
supplemented with photographic examples of heel calks that are 
permissibly and impermissibly sharp. 
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Key Changes for 2023 to USPA Arena Rules, Outdoor Rules, & play-related Tournament 
Conditions 

Rule(s) or 
Tournament 
Condition 

Change for 2023 

Outdoor Rule 21 Outdoor Rule 21.f-g has been replaced with former Alternative Outdoor 
Rule 21.f-g, and former Alternative Outdoor Rule 21.f-g. has been 
eliminated as a free-standing option. 
The following subsections have been added to Outdoor Rule 21: 
Outdoor Rule 21.b(3): Verbal cues: To facilitate compliance with the 
rules and promote game flow, the Umpires may use verbal cues when 
time and proximity permits to inform players of potential rule violations, 
but they are not required to do so, and they should never coach or 
instruct the players. Examples of acceptable verbal cues include, but are 
not limited to: “Clear,” “Use it,” “That’s your tap,” and “Blue 3, you’re 
offside.” 
Outdoor Rule 21.f(2): The Host Tournament Committee or Umpires have 
the authority to stop any injured or distressed horse from playing. When 
heat or humidity is extreme, to be determined by the Host Tournament 
Committee or the Umpires in their discretion and communicated to the 
teams before the game begins, the Umpires may allow one courtesy 
horse change per period for all players on both teams when the ball is 
out of play or at a neutral play. Ideally, the Umpires will allow any such 
courtesy horse change after three minutes have elapsed in the period by 
announcing “ALL MAY CHANGE – COURTESY CHANGE, ONE MINUTE.”. 
One minute shall be allowed for players to change horses. Play will be 
restarted with a throw-in, penalty, free hit or knock-in, as the case may 
be, after one minute has elapsed. Any unwarranted delay by either team 
will be penalized.  
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Key Changes for 2023 to USPA Arena Rules, Outdoor Rules, & play-related Tournament 
Conditions 

Rule(s) or 
Tournament 
Condition 

Change for 2023 

Outdoor Rule 28.b Outdoor Rule 28.b has been revised as follows: A player may not 
recklessly strike a ball during play in such a way that it may cause injury 
to another player, his or another player’s mount, a spectator, an official 
or damage property. A player will be deemed to have recklessly 
stricken the ball into another player or that player’s mount if the player 
in possession of the ball either stops or reduces his or her speed to a 
slow canter or walk and then hits the ball into the defending player or 
his or her mount, provided that the defending player is not in the 
hitter’s right of way and is marking the hitter by being within two horse 
lengths of the hitter. Alternatively, a defender in the hitter’s right of 
way, who does not clear that right of way in a timely manner when the 
player in possession of the ball either stops or reduces his or her speed 
to a slow canter or walk, may be penalized for putting himself or 
herself and his or her mount in a dangerous position to block the 
hitter’s shot. 

Outdoor Rule 33 Outdoor Rule 33 has been revised to state that the issuance of a red 
card will result in suspension for the remainder of the game with no 
substitute allowed for the next four minutes of play, rather than two 
minutes.  
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Key Changes for 2023 to USPA Arena Rules, Outdoor Rules, & play-related Tournament 
Conditions 

Rule(s) or 
Tournament 
Condition 

Change for 2023 

Outdoor Rule 
33.b(5) 

The following regime for punishment of players who repeatedly receive 
yellow cards has been added as Outdoor Rule 33.b(5):  
 
Additional suspensions for excessive yellow cards during a quarter or 
calendar year: 
(i.) For purposes of this provision, each calendar year will be divided 
into four quarters: 
January 1 – March 31; April 1 – June 30; July 1 – September 30; and 
October 1 – 
December 31, and polo will be divided into three tiers: 8-goal and 
below (“Low Goal”); 
9-goal – 15-goal (“Medium Goal”); and 16-goal and higher (“High 
Goal”). 
(ii.) Quarterly yellow card suspensions: Any player who receives 5, 8, 
10, 11 or 12 yellow cards in a single tier of polo during a given quarter 
shall be suspended from his or her next game for the same team in 
that tier of polo immediately following his or her 5th, 8th, 10th, 11th, 
or 12th yellow card, respectively. 
(iii.) Calendar year yellow card suspensions: Any player who receives 12 
yellow cards in a single tier of polo during a given calendar year shall be 
suspended from his or her next game for the same team in that tier of 
polo immediately following his or her 12th yellow card. 
(iv.) Calendar year suspensions shall be independent of, and added to, 
quarterly yellow card suspensions. For example, a player who receives 
his fifth yellow card in Low Goal polo during the fourth quarter shall be 
suspended for his or her next two games if that is also his twelfth 
yellow card in Low Goal polo during the calendar year. 
(v.) Suspensions imposed for excessive yellow cards during a quarter or 
calendar year under this rule shall be from the suspended player’s next 
game for the same team in the same tier of polo. If any suspension 
from any player’s next game under this rule is imposed on a player 
whose team in the game in which the suspension is imposed is not at 
the time officially entered or participating in an as-yet uncompleted 
event or series of events in the same tier of polo, the suspension from 
that player’s next game shall be served during the player’s next game 
for any team in that tier of polo. 
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Key Changes for 2023 to USPA Arena Rules, Outdoor Rules, & play-related Tournament 
Conditions 

Rule(s) or 
Tournament 
Condition 

Change for 2023 

Optional 
Tournament 
Condition XIV 

Optional Tournament Condition XIV has been added, allowing Host 
Tournament Committees to use an alternative version of Outdoor Rule 
14.b under which a ball hit prior to the second bell or horn, and prior to 
the Umpires’ whistle(s) officially ending the period, may count as a goal 
if it is not touched by an opponent or a teammate of the player hitting 
the ball and it rolls or flies between the goal posts (a “Buzzer-Beater”). 
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